


Creativity is resilient. It weaves and adapts to the world around us, unafraid to 
strike when inspiration is present. During the 2020-21 academic year we learned

a town itself. It expands, contracts, and explores.

When we selected community as the theme for this issue, we knew that the impact 

virtually. Like creativity, our community was resilient.

Students were challenged to dig deeper into the magazine’s theme using the
expressive art forms of visual art, photography, poetry, and prose. The curated
pieces explore the relationships and connections we have with family, society, time,

College students or Sussex County Teen Arts Festival students.

English recognized Sussex County Community College with a 2020 Award of Merit

Community is a word of paradox—it can represent inclusion and exclusion, group
and self, support, unity, and more. As you read this edition of Idiom & Image, we
challenge you to ask: what does community mean to me?

Welcome to the issue.

AAA CCCAnita CollinsAnita Collins
Faculty Advisor
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Hands are visual representations of a persons life. The hand on the bottom right 
shows a child’s hand, untouched by the hardships of life. The hand on the top left 
shows an adults hand, rough from having to physically work hard to get through life.

Alyse Del Guadio // Sussex County Community College



Jordan Wolfanger // Lenape Valley RHS // Teen Arts

It was not a serious condition, it was caused by poor 
circulation to my hands and feet, and essentially was
the reason my hands turned almost every color in the
rainbow.
      While it is not serious, I am reminded of this 
condition every day. I dreaded getting out of my
warm cocoon of blankets in the morning, as I have
the coldest room in the entire house, ironically. Layers
were my best friend, and so were space heaters. My

against my heater, grasping onto the warm air it
pumped out the metal grate. For Christmas last year, I
was given heated gloves and they were revolutionary. 
The thing that bothers me the most is when I touched

their warm and normal skin. They would draw their 
bodies backward, creating space between me and
them. This reaction is usually followed by “Wow your 

want me to touch them. They did not want to share
their warmth, and they did not want my coldness. 
        Touch is a connection, and it is a comfort. I
wished I had a comforting touch like my mother, like
her hands. I began to detest my own hands, I viewed 
them as broken and ugly. Dry rashes laced my hands 
and the left patterns of little red bumps all over them.
The texture of my skin became crackled like a desert

them in Vaseline and slept with socks on them, to
alieve the irritation of the rash and dryness.
          I felt this way towards my hands until one day

things that my hands did for me. They completed
simple tasks such as they brushed my teeth, tied
my shoelaces, and allowed me to open doors. They
helped me take my ideas from my mind and translate
them onto paper through my artwork. They are even
typing these very words. Perhaps I was being too hard
on them and should be more grateful. The coldness 
of my hands did not have to represent what I was on 

embrace. My mother would always tell me:

And I learned to believe her.

Untitled
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Self portraits have become a creative outlet for many. Today, people are 
connected through sharing photos of themselves. These photos give people 
a glimpse at how a person sees themselves through an artistic process.

Alyse Del Guadio // Sussex County Community College



Rachel Young // 
Sparta HS // Teen Arts

Karlie McGinnis // 
Wallkill Valley RHS // Teen Arts
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Alexa Petrie
Lenape Valley RHS // Teen Arts

There is a blue-black notebook with seven shining stars on its cover. Contained within
its pages are my creativity, my journey, my sanity.

and loops and curves. I turn the page.

Shapes and colors peer back at me, pink and blue beaches, orange koi, and scarlet

I turn the page.

Letters spill across the surface, months and dates and notes and quotes and deadlines.
April, July, September, each with its own palette of shades and photographs and fonts.
I turn the page.

dots. This is the spot I am looking for, a page as fresh and smooth as new-fallen snow,
not yet marked by the footprints of travelers and other creatures. I breathe in, feeling
the air guide itself to each lobe of my lungs. I begin. 

I start with pencil, always, tracing the outlines of words and rectangles, spaces to write
and spaces to color and spaces to glue. I cut crisp rectangles out of newly printed 
pictures and carefully slice around the edges of the unsuspecting subjects of some 
of the images. I rip shreds of newspaper, creating rough edges that contrast with the
perfectly straight lines of the original. I cut squares out of Pantone paint chips with 
names like Serenity, Outer Space, Orange Pweel, and circles from brightly hued paper
sheets. I match markers to these scraps of paper, scribbling, intent on discovering the 

from the tip of my marker, smooth lines that can eventually be recognized as legible
words. These I cut out too, guiding my scissors around the curves and edges of every
letter.

I arrange these scraps across the page, an amalgamation of pieces, united by their place 
in my notebook. I gently coat the back of each paper with a thin layer of glue, making 
sure to reach all the way to the edges. I press each fragment into place according 

of the month, surrounded by decoration and inspiration. Into these squares, I inscribe
everything I must not forget in the coming month.

My Journal



This page is a map, its lines and symbols guiding me through my life. Instead of traversing 
stormy seas and adventuring through treacherous mountain passes, I navigate the often-
confusing land of Biology notes and Calculus tests and daily YMCA trips. When the world 
becomes an overwhelming tsunami of due dates and swim meets, I return to the quiet space
within my journal. When everything feels like too much, I take a deep breath and open the soft
textured cover and write down exactly what it is that must be completed. In black and white, my
to-do list is never as long as it feels in my head, where all the assignments and tasks spiral into 
a tornado, overpowering my thoughts. Armed with my trusted pen and dedicated notebook,
I funnel the tornado into a more manageable plan of action. I glue myself back together by
turning a mess of patterns into a collage of creativity.

My journal allows me to make sense of the world and see how far I have come with the memories 
contained in its pages. With this notebook, I am grounded. I can exist within the chaos, and be
okay with the mess outside, because I have the ability to order the world with strips of paper.
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“Peonies” is a full color still life inspired by the fragile complexity of petals.

They said you were a monster 
In the next room 
I believed the lies 

Like they were 
Un forsaken truths 

Oh dear brother 
You’re no monster 

You’re just you 
An alien to these people 

They can’t understand you 
Oh dear brother 

Don’t they know you hurt too
That you bleed as well 

That when you cut it’s red 
Not blue 

Oh dear Brother 
Let me tell you the truth 

There was never a monster in that room 
There was never one single scary thing 

About you  
Oh dear brother 

You’re my brother 
You’re my friend in this empty room 

A guiding light out of this tomb 
Oh dear brother there’s no monster in you 

Just two shades 
The sun and the moon 

OH DEAR BROTHER

Sienna Klotz // Sussex County Community College

Adam Sterling // Sussex County Community College
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The Lies We Tell Ourselves
Taige Kellenberger // Sparta HS // Teen Arts



Tiny Flame
Danielle Kelly // Pope John XXIII HS // Teen Artsy
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Nicole Prior // Sussex County Community College



What’s He Waiting For?
Brian Dome // Hopatcong HS // Teen Arts



In the Snow
Georgia Wheeler // Wallkill Valley RHS Name // Teen Arts
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as a lover of stars, i am compelled
to make my life poetic. 

constellations smile down;
i catch them on paper.

too often, when i try to say
that smile, that emotion 

with its own tone,
i speak it without meaning

or feel it without words. 

at nine, that feeling 
was gooey and shiny 

like mom’s ring  
and meant only crossing parking lots, 

paper valentine pots, 
hiding candy and not getting caught.

memory keeps those reminders-
plus notes 

fried county fairs.
i added snapshots of safety,

because falling 
under lets me be soft
instead of only strong.

Love 
means looking forward.

it means 
sharing, living.  

these are my words, my yellow
my sunrise my purple my promises 

my splashing citrus weather
slowly warm evenings of june
the days we watch the moon-

We are crescents of this cavernous sky,
beaming at these bits of universe

we call each other.

Liv Worthington // High Point RHS // Teen Arts
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My professor, Janet 

to arrange this oil on canvas 
still-life. Food is a major part 
of community and brings us 
together.

Zoe Butler // 
Sussex County
Community College

Nicole Prior // 
Sussex County
Community College



The Half-Life of Sam Clinton
J.C. Clinton
Sussex County Community College



As Sam declined, we learned to adapt, but not always perfectly. He wore diapers so he wouldn’t have
to go out outside. We cut oversized socks into sweaters since his weight-loss made him less tolerant
to the cold. Eventually, much to our dismay, we had to restrict his access to sections of the house,
for fear that his diminished coordination would result in injury. Of course, never one to be left out,
he repeatedly risked harm by attempting to scale the partitions or chew through them. He became
more aggressive too. One time he bit my hand for snatching a tissue from his mouth as he was trying
to eat it. I yelled at him, and the look of sadness, regret, and confusion in his eyes still haunts me. 

placed his bed at the foot of ours and rested our hands close to him so that he had our scent. At
some point in the middle of the night, Sam waddled into the living room and released the entire
contents of his bowls, bringing him back to life. After that, it became a running gag. Anytime he was 

and were happier for it. At one point, Sam’s tired little body could no longer sustain the pace of even
a stroll. I picked him up and carried him the rest of the way home. My husband had to walk. 

was as if a circuit had blown inside of him, and his body began to shut down piece by piece. He had

the time came, he was met on all sides by his family-- me, my husband, our youngest cat Calliope, 
and even our oldest cat Ronan, whose temperament can only be described as that of a small African
dictator.

I had never felt grief like I did the moment Sam left me. I hesitate to even describe it because I’m not

which turns you into someone unrecognizable. But that’s okay, because at any moment you’ll hit the 
ground and all of it will be over. Only the ground never comes. In fact, you watch it move out of reach
over and over and over again, until you pass out from the stress. In those brief moments, nothing
exists, not even the pain. When you come to, the cycle starts anew. Eventually, you reach the ground,
but instead of slamming into it you land without even noticing. Your skin is covered with these nasty
little scars, the kind that open at the mention of his name, or at the glimpse of a picture you forget 
you had on your phone. And somehow, despite the pain, you can’t help but pick at those scars.

I learned three lessons from the half-life of Sam Clinton. One, love is unconditional. Sam and I never
really saw eye to eye. And, if I’m being honest, I often felt burdened by him—not by the illness, but 
rather the impossibility of what we faced. It wasn’t until I was standing in the vacuum that Sam left
behind that I realized how much of my life I had given to him, and how much more I was willing to

never come into focus until you are further away.

Finally, there is a quote I heard years ago on an episode of Oprah’s SuperSoul Conversations with 

At the height of his life, I took Sam to meet my mother. After introductions, my mother turned to go
upstairs to rustle up something to eat. She asked Sam if he wanted to join her. He stopped at the

Sam turned and trotted up the stairs.
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I am from microchips and car keys 
From Barbies and Colgate toothpaste 
I am from the warped wooded house at the apex of a lonely hill 
Nostalgic, temperamental, dizzy like the stairs that divide us: boy from girl and husband from wife 

I am from late movie nights and the hot and cold banter of a mother and father 
From Debbie and Victor 
I’m from the incessant, anxious studying and the car radio pouring out our minds 
From “I know you’ll be a heartbreaker when you get older” and “never get married” 
I’m from realism, the poetic justice of our limited longevity
I’m from New Jersey and Italy and Ukraine and France 
Morning pancakes and evening fried vegetables with jasmine rice 
From the life-changing moments, like when my father began writing again the intense ideology of 
words in all things: mathematics and science and love. 

I am from all these things which are now conglomerations of colors collected into photographs 
Locked away in the attic to gaze upon lovingly and frantically before life gets in the way again 
Where I am from is not a place or a person, I am only from those experiences which buried me alive, 
and those experiences which uncovered parts of me I never knew.

My inspiration comes from color, life and my imagination. Whether it be vibrant or dull, the use of 
color is an important factor in my work. I strive to set the mood through my use of color.

Madeline Lupi // Wallkill Valley RHS // Teen Arts

Nicole Prior // Sussex County
Community College
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Mission Roy
Joseph Barno // Sussex County Community College

Drawing helps force my brain to stay in the moment, and takes my mind 



Finding Light
Zachary Pastor Poe // Wallkill Valley RHS Name // Teen Arts
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Statue of Liberty

Realizing My 
Disparity

Spin

Alyse Del Guadio // 
Sussex County Community College

Kelly DeFinis // 
Wallkill Vallery RHS // 
Teen Arts

Hailey Orecchio // 
Newton HS // Teen Arts

The Statue of Liberty is a symbol of hope and freedom in a diverse community pieced 
together through art and culture. It is a representation of starting a new, better life in a
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Explore the theme of “Renewal” to make new, to restore, to 
rejuvenate, or to refresh, through ideas of self-renewal, physical 
transformation, or societal change. All creative works will be 
considered for publication.

Sussex County Community College, One College Hill Rd, Newton, NJ 07860

2022 Idiom & Image, Arts and Literary Magazine
Deadline: April 30, 2022
Open to SCCC Students

Renewal

2022 Idiom & Image Arts and Literar

Call For Entries


